Signal VG Blocks

VGRCB-136 / VGFCB-136
VGRCB-170 / VGFCB-170

Mass Interconnect Products

RECEIVER SIDE

FIXTURE SIDE

136-Position Signal Block

136-Position Signal Block

For use with ribbon cables plugging
directly onto the back of the blocks.

For use with ribbon cables plugging
directly onto the back of the blocks.

Model Numbers
VGRCB-136
P/No 820479
with square 25mil wire wrap receptacles

Model Numbers
VGFCB-136
P/No 900
with square 25mil wire wrap pins

VGRCB-136F
P/No 820415
same as above but floating block

VGFCB-136F
P/No 820417
same as above but for floating block

VGRCB-136R
P/No 912
with 25mil Ø round pin receptacles

VGFCB-136R
P/No 820494
with 25mil Ø round pins

VGRCB-136F-R P/No 820424
Floating block with round pin receptacles

It includes
136 gold plated contacts with flat heads
(the square pins are not aligned)
2 installed bushings in the floating block
2 screws 4-40

It includes
136 installed receptacles (the square
pins are not aligned)
136 installed spring loaded probes with .160” (4,1mm) full travel
2 alignment pins in the floating blocks
2 screws 4-40 or 2 floating mounting screws
Replacement parts are
Probes: EPA-2B40
Receptacles: SPR-2W-2 with square WW-pin
SDN160R with round pin or
SPR-2W-3 gold plated with round pins

Replacement parts are
Contacts with square pin SIP-90-2
Contacts with round pin A12962

170-Position Signal Block

170-Position Signal Block

Model Numbers
VGRCB-170
P/No B10783-1L
with square 25mil wire wrap receptacles

Model Numbers
VGFCB-170
P/No B10031-VLD
with square 25mil wire wrap pins

VGRCB-170F
P/No 820411
same as above but floating block

VGFCB-170F
P/No 820413
same as above but for floating block

VGRCB-170R
P/No B10783-R
with 25mil Ø round pin receptacles

VGFCB-170R
P/No 660
with 25mil Ø round pins

VGRCB-170F-R P/No 820423
Floating block with round pin receptacles

VGFCB-170F-R P/No 820422
same as above but for floating block

It includes
170 installed receptacles (the square
pins are aligned)
170 installed spring loaded probes with
.160” (4,1mm) full travel
2 alignment pins in the floating blocks
2 screws 4-40 or 2 floating mounting screws
Replacement parts are
Probes: EPA-2B40, Receptacles: SPR-2W-2 with square WW-pin
SDN160R with round pin or
SPR-2W-3 gold plated with round pins
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It includes
170 gold plated contacts with flat heads
(the square pins are aligned)
2 installed bushings in the floating
blocks
2 screws 4-40
Replacement parts are
Contacts with square pin SIP-90-2
Contacts with round pin A12962

Pictures show assembled VG-Blocks
Specifications subject to change without notice

